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This release features updates to Chapter 1. Copyright and E-Commerce
including updates to the Summary of Procedure – Conduct of Proceedings for
Proposed Tariffs Before the Copyright of Canada, and the addition of the follow-
ing Copyright Board of Canada Practice Notices: [PN 2023-010] Practice Notice
on Changing the Status of a Party (effective June 27, 2023), [PN 2023-011]
Practice Notice on Interrogatory Process (effective June 27, 2023), and [PN
2023-012] Practice Notice on Filing of Statement of Issues to be Considered (ef-
fective June 27, 2023). This release also features updates to the Trademarks
Regulations, SOR/2018-227 – Amended by SOR/2023-114 [in Chapter 2 (Trade-
Marks and the Internet). This release also features updates to the Remedies
Table – Misuse of Confidential Information in Chapter 3. Confidential Informa-
tion and Trade Secrets. This release also features updates to the Sentencing
Table – Canada’s Anti-Spam Law (CASL) in Appendix F. Electronic
Communication. This release also includes updates to Appendix J1. Copyright
Act – Amended by 2022, c. 10, ss. 276-279; 2023, c. 8, ss. 38-40 [s. 40(2)-(4) not
in force at date of publication.].

Highlights

E Summary of Procedure — Conduct of Proceedings for Proposed
Tariffs Before the Copyright of Canada — The summary has been
updated to reflect the Practice Notices that were issued by the Board
and became effective on June 27, 2023 including the Practice Notice on
Interrogatory Process, the Practice Notice on Changing the Status of a
Party, and the Practice Notice on Filing of Statement of Issues to be
Considered.

E Remedies Table — Misuse of Confidential Information — Dam-
ages — Justice Iyer explained that what Skycope lost as a result of the
defendants’ wrongdoing was its competitive advantage. The evidence
showed that Bluvec was able to bring its product to market faster than
it could have without the head start it got from using the Skycope Code.
Justice Iyer noted that the “springboard doctrine” recognizes this kind
of damage. Where a defendant has had a head start by misusing a
Plaintiff ’s confidential information, the court will determine the
“springboard period”. That period commences when the defendant
started misusing the confidential information in a way that was capable
of harming the Plaintiff and ends when the defendant would have been
able to compete with the Plaintiff without that unfair advantage:. The
court has wide discretion to craft an appropriate remedy. Justice Iyer
noted that it took Bluvec about six months to develop its product to a
point that it could detect and jam four drone models, whereas it took
Skycope about 17 months to decode and jam ten drone models. Justice
Iyer concluded that Bluvec’s misuse of the Skycope Code gave it a head
start of nine months. Justice Iyer explained that the real difficulty
concerned quantification. Justice Iyer agreed that there was no evidence
that Skycope suffered any financial loss at all. While, it could have led
evidence within its possession to quantify that loss, such as an expert
opinion based on sales of its own product, it simply complained about
the defendants’ lack of disclosure. There was no evidence that Skycope
ever sold anything. It was therefore not possible to calculate damages
based on Skycope’s losses. However, a disgorgement remedy might be
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appropriate. Such a remedy focuses on the benefits obtained by the
wrongdoer rather than the damage to the Plaintiff and is particularly
appropriate where there has been a breach of fiduciary duty. The only
evidence of the defendants’ financial gain based on misuse of confidential
information was Bluvec’s sale to Lizheng of the direction-finding func-
tion based on the MUSIC algorithm for $800,000. Justice Iyer awarded
that amount to Skycope in general damages: Skycope Technologies Inc.
v. Jia, 2023 CarswellBC 2210, 2023 BCSC 1288 (B.C.S.C.).

ProView Developments

Your ProView edition of this product now has a new, modified layout:

E The opening page is now the title page of the book as you would see in
the print work

E As with the print product, the front matter is in a different order than
previously displayed

E The Table of Cases and Index are now in PDF with no searching and
linking

E The Table of Contents now has internal links to every chapter and sec-
tion of the book within ProView

E Images are generally greyscale and size is now adjustable
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